Fluorographane \((\text{C}_1\text{H}_x\text{F}_{1-x-\delta})_n\) was obtained from graphene by hydrogenation via the Birch reaction with consequent fluorination of the resulting graphene. Fluorographane exhibits fast heterogeneous electron transfer rates and hydrophobicity, which increase with increasing fluorination.

Hydrogenated graphene is a material with many interesting properties.\(^1\) Hydrogenation of graphene introduces a band gap, which can be tuned from 0 to 3.7 eV for graphene and fully hydrogenated graphene (graphane), respectively.\(^2\) Hydrogenated graphene exhibits fluorescence and paramagnetism,\(^3\) properties that are not seen in graphene.\(^4\) In addition, hydrogenated graphenes exhibit fast heterogeneous electron transfer rates.\(^4\) The properties of hydrogenated graphene can be tuned by the level of hydrogenation.\(^5\) In a similar manner fluorographane \((\text{C}_1\text{F}_x)_n\) shows a large band-gap which is tunable based on the level of fluorination.\(^6\) Fluorographane shows fluorescence and enhanced electrochemical properties\(^7\) and its 3D analogue, fluorographite, found applications in electrochemistry decades ago.\(^8\) In order to add additional vectors to tune the properties of hydrogenated graphene, one can consider covalently bonding a simple electronegative element to the graphane backbone. Since most of the properties of hydrogen are similar to those of halogens, recently performed theoretical studies on fluorinated graphene showed that the incorporation of fluorine into graphene would lead to additional opening of the band gap\(^9\) and that such materials exhibit a large piezoelectric effect.\(^10\) Fluorination of materials in general is an excellent way to tune their catalytic properties.\(^11\) To the best of our knowledge, no experimental report on the synthesis and properties of fluorographane has been published. Here, we report the synthesis of fluorographane via a two-step method, first involving the creation of C–H bonds in a graphene framework with consequent fluorination of the resulting hydrogenated graphene to create fluorographane. We report detailed characterization of fluorographane via combustible elemental analysis, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning electron microscopy/ X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy, and infrared spectroscopy along with the heterogeneous electron transfer rates at various \((\text{C}_1\text{H}_x\text{F}_{1-x-\delta})_n\) by cyclic voltammetry. We will show that while it is challenging to fluorinate graphite and graphene, which requires the use of high temperatures (\(\sim 200–400\) °C), the hydrogenated graphene (graphane) is highly reactive and significant fluorination of graphane proceeds even at atmospheric pressure fluorination with the \(\text{F}_2/\text{N}_2\) mixture for 1 h. Very high content of fluorine in fluorographane can be obtained at longer fluorination times and higher pressures.

The synthesis of hydrogenated graphene was performed via the Birch reduction process. Graphite was oxidized to graphite oxide (GPO) via the permanganate route (Hummers);\(^20\) GPO was reduced using hydrazine and by hydrogenation via the Birch method.\(^3\) The resulting hydrogenated graphene (graphane) with composition 45.54 at% of C, 49.81 at% of H, 4.40 at% of O and 0.26 at% of N of summary formula \(\text{C}_1\text{H}_{28.8}\) was then exposed to various fluorination conditions: hydrogenated graphene was exposed to a fluorine/nitrogen gas mixture (20 vol% \(\text{F}_2\)) at a pressure of 1 bar for 1 h; 5 bar for 24 h, and 5 bar for 24 h with consequent fluorination at 12 bar for another 24 h. The resulting materials, labeled accordingly as CHF [1 h:1 bar], CHF [24 h:5 bar], and CHF [24 + 24 h:5 + 12 bar], were characterized in detail.

We found that significant fluorination occurs at partial pressures of \(\text{F}_2\) as low as 0.2 bar for 1 h and that \(\text{F}_2\) 1 bar for 24 h saturates graphene so that a consequent increase of pressure and time does not lead to a significant increase in the fluorine content in graphene, reaching a F/C ratio of 0.75. We performed a detailed characterization of the fluorine content as well as of the morphology of the resulting fluorographanes.
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According to a combustible elemental analysis, the fluorographane materials prepared by this method contained for CHF [1 h:1 bar]: 50.10 at% of C, 37.21 at% of H, 8.77 at% of F, 3.69 at% of O and 0.22 at% of N; for CHF [24 h:5 bar]: 50.77 at% of C, 6.50 at% of H, 38.94 at% of F, 2.68 at% of O and 1.11 at% of N; and for CHF [24 + 24 h:5 + 12 bar]: 47.86 at% of C, 6.78 at% of H, 36.30 at% of F, 8.91 at% of O and 1.24 at% of N. This transfers to a summary formula of C1H0.74F0.17, C1H0.13F0.77, and C1H0.19F0.73, respectively. Delta (δ) in (C1H0.17F1−δ)x,δ stands for the remaining elements, mostly O and traces of N, which were introduced during the synthesis. It is obvious from the results that with the increase of time and pressure of fluorination, there is a significant increase in the amount of fluorine at the expense of the amount of hydrogen; one can expect substitution reaction occurring during the fluorination of graphane. It can also be seen that fluorination proceeds under very mild conditions (0.2 bar F2, 1 h, room temperature) where the F/C ratio is 0.17 and dramatically increases to the saturation point at higher pressures of 1 bar (24 h) to an F/C ratio of ~0.75. A further increase of pressure and time did not lead to higher content of F in graphane. A schematic of the proposed structure of fluorographane is shown in Scheme S1 (ESI†).

Scanning electron microscopy and X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/EDX) were carried out to investigate the morphology as well as the composition of the sample (Fig. S1, ESI†). SEM images confirmed that fluorinated graphene sheets are well exfoliated to single-to-few layered structures. SEM/EDX elemental mapping demonstrated that the graphene sheets are fluorinated homogeneously. EDX spectra showed a F/C ratio of 0.045 in CHF [1 h:1 bar], 0.62 in CHF [24 h:5 bar], and 0.75 in CHF [24 + 24 h:5 + 12 bar]. Small differences between the combustible elemental analyses are caused by the surface sensitivity of the SEM/EDX method, the morphology of the material, and the size of the sample. Note that H content cannot be determined by the EDX method. The presence of single- and few-layered sheets of fluorographane is clear in the STEM images (Fig. 1).

XPS analysis of the material was performed to reconfirm the incorporation of fluorine into fluorographane. Wide spectra XPS (Fig. 2) shows that fluorographanes exhibit the following F/C ratios: 0.59 for CHF [1 h:1 bar], 0.91 for CHF [24 h:5 bar], and 1.01 for CHF [24 + 24 h:5 + 12 bar]. High resolution spectra of C1s can provide deeper insight into the bond arrangement on the carbon lattice. Fig. S2 (ESI†) shows the fitting of the C1s peaks, demonstrating that with increasing time and pressure, there is a shift in the type of fluorinated bonds from C–F to CF2 and CF3 (see Table S1, ESI†). This can be explained by partial etching of carbon atoms and formation of perfluorinated terminal carbon atoms. Note that XPS cannot provide direct evidence of a C–H bond. We also performed high resolution XPS spectra measurement on the F 1s peak (see Fig. S3, ESI†). The results confirmed the presence of the C–F bond. A slight difference between F/C ratios as determined by various methods originates from different sensitivities of these methods. Combustible analysis takes into account the whole sample composition, while XPS is surface sensitive, taking into account only a few atomic layers whilst SEM/EDX provides analysis of a small portion of the sample.

We performed FTIR measurements of the fluorographanes, which indicate the presence of both C–H and C–F bonds (Fig. S4, ESI†). More specifically, for sample CHF [1 h:1 bar], C–H vibrations are clearly observable at 2845 cm–1 and 2915 cm–1 with overtones at 1420 cm–1. C–F vibrations are visible at 1040 cm–1. The twinning of C–H bonds indicates the presence of C–H and C–H2 functional groups. One can observe that the relative intensity of the C–H bond vibrations decreases with an increase in fluorination pressure/time and that only a weak band at 2950 cm–1 originating from the C–H bond can be observed in comparison to a very strong C–F vibration band at 1090 cm–1 as a shoulder of the G-band is termed as a D band.

The Raman spectra of fluorographanes are shown in Fig. S6 (ESI†). The Raman spectra of graphene are dominated by two main bands termed as the D-band at 1340 cm–1 and the G-band located at 1565 cm–1. The D-band is associated with the defect in the sp2 hybridized carbon atom lattice, while the G-band is associated with the in-plane vibration in the graphene skeletal. In addition we can also observe the 2D band at 2670 cm–1 and the D + G band at 2920 cm–1. The peak observed at 1605 cm–1 as a shoulder of the G-band is termed as a D’ band.
The intensity of the D₀ band significantly increases with a higher fluorine concentration. An increase of the D₀ band intensity can be associated with the defect induced by graphene etching by high pressure fluorine. This is also documented by AFM images discussed in the following paragraph. The I_D/I_G ratio indicates the disorder and defect concentration. The ratio increases with the increase of fluorine content from 1.08 for CHF [1 h:1 bar] to 1.21 for CHF [24 h:5 bar] and 1.22 for the CHF [24 + 24 h:5 + 12 bar] sample. We suggest that the structure of the fluorographane based on the presented analysis is similar to graphane with part of the hydrogen atoms exchanged for fluorine atoms, as shown in Scheme S1 (ESI†).

The atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to obtain more information about the structure of the obtained fluorographane and the influence of the increase of pressure and time used for fluorination. The AFM images are shown in Fig. S7 (ESI†). The thickness of fluorographane slightly increases with a higher fluorine concentration from about 0.7–0.8 nm for sample CHF [1 h:1 bar] to about 0.9–1.0 nm for other two samples with a higher fluorine concentration. The fluorographane sheets have a flower-like structure which indicates intensive etching during the fluorination procedure.

Fig. 3 The vetability of fluorographanes decreases with increasing fluorine content.

Fluorographane has high hydrophobic properties. These properties can be used for the surface modification of various materials. We performed coating of silicon wafer and measured water contact angles for samples with different fluorine contents. The contact angle of CHF [1 h:1 bar] was 109°. The contact angle of CHF [24 h:5 bar] was 128° and the contact angle of CHF [24 + 24 h:5 + 12 bar] was 134°. This demonstrates the possible application of fluorographane for the development of protective layers with tailored vetability. The water droplets used for contact angle measurement are shown in Fig. 3. The solubility of fluorographane in non-polar solvents is demonstrated in Fig. S8 (ESI†). In addition the surface area of fluorographane with various degrees of fluorination is measured. The surface area of CHF [1 h:1 bar] is 21.55 m² g⁻¹, 16.30 m² g⁻¹ for CHF [24 h:5 bar] and 16.57 m² g⁻¹ for CHF [24 + 24 h:5 + 12 bar] samples.

We have studied the electrochemical behavior of fluorographanes. For any electrochemical application, it is important to determine heterogeneous electron transfer of the material. We used ferro/ferricyanide as an electrochemical probe (Fig. 4). Cyclic voltammograms exhibited peak-to-peak (ΔE) separation of 522, 553, and 815 mV for CHF [1 h:1 bar], CHF [24 h:5 bar], and CHF [24 + 24 h:5 + 12 bar], respectively. For comparison also peak to peak separation for graphane with ΔE of 663 mV is shown. Heterogeneous electron transfer constant (kӨ) was calculated based on DE values using Nicolson’s approach.²¹ The kӨ found were 1.41 × 10⁻⁵, 9.24 × 10⁻⁶, and 2.64 × 10⁻⁷ cm s⁻¹ for CHF [1 h:1 bar], CHF [24 h:5 bar], and CHF [24 + 24 h:5 + 12 bar], respectively. One can see that with increasing fluorine content in fluorographane the kӨ increases. This trend is similar to the
trend observed for fluorinated graphites and graphenes, where the HET rates increased with an increased amount of fluorine in the structure.22,23

In conclusion, for the first time we have successfully prepared fluorographanes with varied ratios of H and F. We used the Birch method for the preparation of hydrogenated graphene (graphane) followed by fluorination of the graphene. This new member of the graphene family shows fast heterogeneous electron transfer properties. We expect that fluorographane will find a variety of applications. Changes in the fluorine concentration can be used for the development of surface coating with tailored hydrophobic properties.
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